
A Take Back Your Margin Testimonial

At Definite Food Services Limited in Dartmouth,  
Nova Scotia, some things are always automatic.  
One automatic for Definite Food, a 300 full-service 
vending machine business, is choosing the MEI® 
CASHFLOW® Series 7000 Coin Manager. With it, 
Definite Food is able to take margin back to the  
bank. However, the full scope of the savings was  
made apparent following a recent acquisition of a  
local vending operation. 

Where it began

Owner Jody Fraser and his father Darrell Fraser  
opened the doors to their vending business 15 years 
ago. Jody gained his industry experience by working 
for a large, well known vending organization, 
which helped him grow from novice to master. This 
knowledge of how to operate a successful vending 
business is what prompted the launch of the new 
company. Through the years, the two significantly 
grew their account base and began to service various 
customer locations such as; schools, hospitals, factories  
and public recreation centers. As business expanded, 
their recipe for success continued to evolve. As accounts,  
snack selections and vend prices changed, specifying 
the CASHFLOW Series 7000 to manage change 
remained a constant for Definite Food from early on.

       When my father and I started  
Definite Food Services, specifying coin 
mechs was not a critical asset decision. 
I would eventually learn that it is  
and choosing the Series 7000, is  
choosing success.           ~ Jody Fraser

Operating with coin

A decade of industry experience in both the field and 
back office meant Fraser had the proficiency to quickly 
master the Series 7000’s features.  As the business 
grew and Definite Food began taking on more 
drivers, the Fraser’s knew that training their drivers on 
the ins and outs of the route would be another key 
component to their success. To the owners’ surprise, 
they found that training new drivers on the CF7000 
Coin Manager was easy due to the intuitive menu.

       We were and always are prepared to do formal 
training with our drivers on how to use the MEI coin 
mech. The tools are there; the how-to videos, user 
guides, on-site training, but we continually find that the 
Series 7000 trains the drivers for us. ~ Jody Fraser

Training the drivers has always been an automatic 
benefit of the CF7000 for Definite Food, saving 
valuable time and resources.  New Definite Food 
employees continue to find the Series 7000 and its 
interactive menu, easy to learn and operate.
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Choose MEI. Choose Success. 

 Floating On Auto Par 

Something else that became automatic for Definite 
Food early on was how they determined the float 
level necessary for their growing machine population. 
Navigating through the menu screen of the Series 
7000, Fraser discovered Auto Par or “Par to Auto.” 
This feature enables the device to automatically 
recommend a par setting based on the machines’ 
actual incremental sales. The guess work and back 
office calculations are conveniently eliminated, 
minimizing the chance of changer starvation. The 
CF7000 recommends the appropriate coin amounts 
for each of Definite Food’s machines. 

Because of this feature, CASHFLOW Series 7000 has 
been standardized as the preferred asset for Definite 
Food. But it wasn’t until 2011 that the Fraser’s realized 
another great benefit they had been reaping with the 
Series 7000 Coin Manager all these years. 

Making Change

In March of 2011, Definite Food Services purchased 
a vending company, Bluenose Vending Services. 
With the acquisition of this new business came 
new accounts and new machines along with some 
unfamiliar coin mech technology installed—non MEI 
payment systems. 

     I knew the MEI coin mechs worked great for us, 
however, after acquiring the new business, I figured 
I would just keep what I inherited and continue 
to use the competitive units. The units worked fine 
enough, although were a bit finicky when it came 
to upgrading the software. ~ Jody Fraser

Things changed when the two businesses performed 
a direct side-by-side comparison of the two coin 
mechanisms. The difference between the two wasn’t 
just marginally different, it was drastically different—
to the tune of $220.

Two large accounts, a stone’s throw from one 
another, with nearly the same inventory, enjoyed 
identical machine sales. One machine operated on 
Auto Par using a MEI CASHFLOW Series 7000 and the 
other without Auto Par on a competitive unit. The 
CF7000’s Auto Par feature recommended $76 worth 
of coin float to support its machine’s weekly sales. 
The Fraser’s were surprised to find that the other 
mech required $296 worth of float to support the 
nearly identical machine and application. Because the 
Series 7000 automatically managed par levels for the 
business for years, Definite Foods was able to focus 
on running their business and letting the CF7000 
manage their coin inventory. When they were faced 
with having to calculate a par level for their other 
units, they found it easier to max fill the coin tubes to 
avoid changer starvation on this key account. 

     I’d tell any operator, when looking for a coin 
mech, to choose MEI for the Auto Par feature  
alone. No question about it. It really starts and 
ends with that. ~ Jody Fraser

For Definite Food, specifying the CF7000 Coin Manager 
has always been an automatic choice for its ease 
of use and ability to manage the coin inventory for 
their business. Recent experiences with a competitive 
device have now shown the company, in real dollars 
and cents, the margins they were able to take back  
to the bank to be reinvested in greater things—like 
new business acquisitions. 
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